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FUNDAMENTAL PROCESSES CAPABLE OF ACCOUNTING
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Elementary pro esses apable of produ ing neutrons in a thunderstorm atmosphere are analyzed. The e ien y
of nu lear fusion 2 H(2 H,n)3 He, photonu lear rea tions ( ; Xn), ele trodisintegration rea tions nm A(e ; n)nm 1 A,
and rea tions e (p+ ; n)e opposite to the -de ay is evaluated. It is shown that an unrealisti ally strong ele tri
eld is required for the nu lear fusion to be responsible for the neutron produ tion in the lightning hannel. The
generation of neutrons in a thunderstorm atmosphere is onne ted with photonu lear ( ; Xn) and, at a mu h
lower degree, ele trodisintegration rea tions, the relativisti runaway ele tron avalan hes being primary parent
pro esses.
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high-energy ele trons,
by thunderstorms
Possibly,

1. INTRODUCTION

-rays, and positrons generated

ould dominate.

following

Lukens [17℄ and the

the

analysis

by

Libby

and

ommuni ation by Fleisher, who

ommuni ating the

rst attempted to dete t thunderstorm-related neu-

rst statisti ally signi ant ampli ations of the neu-

trons [18℄, the expe ted neutron generation in a thun-

tron ux in the atmosphere

derstorm atmosphere was

The paper by Shah et al. [1℄

ele tromagneti

orrelated with lightning

pulses was followed by a number of

2

n

reases in

of deuterons is limited by

ount rates of neutron dete tors lo ated at

ould be

son long ago [15℄.

However, the neutron dete tors

used were gas-dis harge

n; p)

He(

ters,

3

H and

10

n

ounters based on rea tions

4

7

B( ; He, ) Li [114℄. In su h

oun-

urrent pulses are ex ited by any ionizing radia-

tion; therefore, they are sensitive not only to produ ts

omplete ionization of the deuterium in the damp atmosphere [1921℄. Be ause ashes of hard
on e were dete ted in

-photons). As demonstrated in [

-rays not

orrelation with thunderstorms,

the photonu lear rea tions (
vious elementary pro esses

; Xn)

are the most ob-

apable of a

ounting for

the neutron produ tion during thunderstorms [1921℄.
Here,

X is the neutron number in a parti

ular photonu-

lear event.

of the above rea tions (protons, tritons, alpha parti les,
and

energy

harge transfer rea tions to

hannels is equal to zero even under the assumption of

The in reases

elds predi ted by Wil-

H( H, ) He rea tion. But the kineti

su h small magnitudes that the fusion yield in lightning

onsidered a manifestation of nu lear rea -

tions in thunderstorm ele tri

onne ted

3

with the

[38℄, and almost at sea level [914℄.

3

2

ommuni ations reporting thunderstorm-asso iated insatellites in near spa e [2℄, at high-mountain stations

onventionally

with the nu lear fusion in lightning hannels, rst of all,

5; 16℄, most likely,

The present analysis is motivated by the in reas-

with the ex eption of the Aragats experiment [35℄, in

ing number of

whi h high-energy ele trons,

neutron ux ampli ation in a thunderstorm atmo-

-photons, and neutrons

ommuni ations on observations of the

6; 14; 22℄ that these am-

were being dete ted separately, results of other observa-

sphere [114℄ and the doubts [

tions of neutron ux enhan ements in a thunderstorm

pli ations are due to photonu lear rea tions. In the

atmosphere are not trustworthy be ause a deposition of

range of energies of



high-energy physi s), the
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GeV (a referen e point in
hara teristi

times of strong

(nu lear), ele tromagneti , and weak intera tions are
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and

weak
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str

10

24

s,



el

10

21

s,

s [23℄ and, at rst glan e, it seems

that the strong intera tion dominates, but we

onsider

"f us

nu lear fusion rea tion,
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is the minimum energy

of deuterons below whi h nu lear fusion is ine ient,

f ("ion ; T ) = T

1

exp( "ion =T ) is a nearly Maxwellian

representatives of all fundamental intera tions possi-

ion energy distribution fun tion normalized to unity

bly o

with the temperature

urring in a thunderstorm atmosphere.

In our

analysis, we re onsider possibilities of the nu lear fusion

2

n

2

3

H( H, ) He and photonu lear rea tions initiated

by relativisti
[24℄.

runaway ele tron avalan hes (RREA)

For the rst time, neutron-produ ing intera -

tions of high-energy ele trons with atomi
onsidered, whi h were not taken into a

nu lei are
ount previ-

ously, though the observed pulses of hard

-rays only

The rate

lear rea tions in air. Only this
e ient than (

; Xn)

fusion

E
P

Furthermore,

like photonu lear rea tions requiring an intermediate
bremsstrahlung pro ess.

Therefore, it is

on eivable

that the neutron yields due to intera tions of highenergy ele trons with atmospheri

nu lei

n3
tion of the ion energy "ion than f ("ion ; T ),
tion

2

2

H( H, ) He is

hion ion ("f us )i from the integral in (1), the reNn = 1

an

 "f us NL ht i fln [NL P  2[H O℄[D℄nion S h l h 
 thion f us ("f us )i℄g : (2)
2

1

It is seen that the

E=P

magnitude weakly depends

on the magnitudes of most quantities ex ept

ht i,

"f us

the dependen e on whi h is not too strong.

and
In

al ulations, we use re ognized, more or less realisti ,
literature magnitudes of the following quantities: a -

an be sig-

ni ant.

21; 25℄,

be estimated as

of photonu-

high-energy ele trons dire tly produ e neutrons, un-

[19

ross se tion.

du ed eld strength required for produ ing

an make them more

rea tions in air.

ion f us ("f us ) of the rea

a weaker fun

trons. The thresholds of some of the above rea tions

"th ( ; 1n)

harge transfer

and therefore, after extra ting the average rate of the

are a se ondary bremsstrahlung of high-energy ele are lower than the threshold

T = eE=NL P ht i

ht i is the averaged

and

ording to a thi kness of the besieged water layer,

[H2 O℄  1:65 % (in tropi s, [H2 O℄  4 %) [26℄
[ ℄ = 0:015 % [26℄; S h  3  10 3 m2 is the ross-

we let

and D

se tional area of the hottest part of the hannel through

2. NUCLEAR FUSION
In this se tion, we re onsider the possibilities of nulear fusion, but unlike in the previous analyses [1921℄,
where the neutron yield of the
was estimated in a lightning

2

2

n

3

H( H, ) He rea tion

hannel, we estimate the

eld strength required for produ ing at least one neutron in the

hannel. For this, as in [1921℄, we pro eed

from the formula for the expe ted neutron yield of the
rea tion

2

n

2

3

H( H, ) He:



3

m

 atm

1

is the number den-

P

[atm℄ is

on entration of water vapor mole ules

in a thunderstorm atmosphere and the relative

on-

entration of deuterium atoms per hydrogen atom in

"ion , ion ,

and

nion

are the kineti

en-

ergy, velo ity, and number density of the deuterium
ions,

S

h

and

l

h

are the

length of the lightning
the strong ele tri

ion t

(

ross-se tional area and

hannel,

t

is the lifetime of

eld within the lightning

 l h), f us ("ion ) is the

S h l h  330 m3 are
26
h that 2NL P S h l h  10 

hannel

deuterons parti ipate in nu lear fusion at 1 atm.

hion f us ("f us )i from
f us ("ion ) = f us;max = 10 29 m2
7
MeV) [29℄ and ion  2  10 m/s or-

We also estimate the fusion rate
(1)

the pressure at the altitude of interest, [H2 O℄ and [D℄

natural water,

This is absolutely unrealis-

ondition assuming that all deuterium mole ules in

above by letting

"ion = 24

responding to these energies. On the

sity of air mole ules (Loshmidt's number),
are the relative

nion = NL P  2[H2 O℄[D℄.
ti

(

NL  2:7  1025

from be-

low using meanings of these quantities that would give

1027

ion f us ("ion )f ("ion ; T ) d"ion ;

E=P

a strongly underestimated eld strength. First, we let

disso iated and ionized, su

"fus
where

(2) are un ertain; therefore, we estimate

the entire volume of the

Nn  NL P  2[H2 O℄[D℄S h l h nion t 
Z1

urrent is transported, l h  110 km, and
t  50 s (typi al length and duration of the return
stroke) [27; 28℄. The meanings of the other quantities in
whi h the

hannel

ross se tion for the

ontrary, we let

"f us = 1:7 keV; with this energy, the 2 H(2 H,n)3 He ross
36
2
se tion has the negligibly small value f us = 10
m
[30℄. Be ause t varies with "ion extremely weakly, it
is su ient to use any reasonable t magnitude for
ht i; we used t = (4:2512:5)  10 20 m2 [22℄ for
the

+ N2 ! D + N+2 in
= 1:7 keV (we note that

harge transfer rea tion D

"f us
t maximum

the energy range above

12:5  10

20

m

10 keV [22℄).

2

is the

+

value a hieved at

Even with these magnitudes, strongly

underestimating

E=P ,

we obtain that for produ ing

only one neutron, the eld is required with the strength

E=P > (55174) MV/(matm),
434
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strength 3 MV/(m atm) required for self-breakdown in
a homogeneous eld [

27; 28℄,

but even the strength of

the elds generated in small gaps of

entimeter range

Following this idea,
( f.

[4346℄ and the referen es therein).

6; 14; 22℄

with the use of high-voltage pulses of hundreds kilo-

view of the doubts in [

volt with subnanose ond or even pi ose ond rise times

the

allowing preventing the

alyzed, as the most illuminating

rapid

onventional breakdown and

ollapse of the voltage ( f., e. g., [

25; 31℄ and the

referen es therein). The above estimation, being very
onservative relative to all parameters,

onrms that

nu lear fusion is absolutely impossible in relatively slow

; Xn)

yields of (

rea tions

from thunderstorms not on e have been

al ulated

However, in

and to demonstrate

apabilities of photonu lear rea tions, we have anase, a possibility

of generation of photonu lear neutrons by prolonged
(1 min) bursts of hard

-rays from low thunder louds

dete ted by Tsu hiya et al.
of Japan, for whi h

 2  10

pro ess of lightning dis harge in su h a dense medium

F exp

as lower layers of the atmosphere.

absolute numbers of

4

at the

oast of the Sea

-ray spe trum and the uen e

2

1/m

were measured [
-photons and

37; 42℄.

Be ause

-spe trum in the

sour e, not at the dete tor, are required in performing Monte Carlo simulations [

3. PHOTONUCLEAR REACTIONS
The threshold energies of photonu lear rea tions

(14 N; 1n)13N

(16 O; 1n)15O

and

of the main atmospheri

with

the

nu lei

omponents are equal to

"th;N ( ; 1n) = 10:55 MeV and "th;O ( ; 1n) = 15:7 MeV
[32℄.

Signi antly, the average energy of ele trons in

the RREA of 67 MeV [3335℄ for the eld overvoltages,

onventionally dened relative to the minimum of

the ele tron drag for e in air

eE=P
;
Fmin P
218 keV=(m  atm)
below the self-breakdown limit Æ  14, is not too
mu h less than "th;N ( ; 1n). The authors of [6℄, while
eE

Æ=

=

substantiating their doubts
of (

; Xn)

rea tions to a

on erning the

apability

ount for the neutron ux

16; 45℄, we have used the

universal bremsstrahlung spe trum of the RREA [47℄
for the

-ray sour e. With this emission spe trum of

the

-ray sour e, lo ated at altitudes

the

al ulated

lating transport of

-spe trum [

measured
numbers of
altitudes

Ne

we

al ulated absolute

-photons emitted by the sour e lo ated at

z emis = 110

2:8  1020.
trons

F exp ,

-ray uen e

km to be

N

;emis

feedba k [

are of the same order of magnitude as the
bers.

We

al ulated the numbers of

the threshold

"th;N ( ; 1n)

 (Æ; "th;N( ; 1n)) =

wever, there are numerous well-known experiments,
not only [3℄, in whi h
to or mu h higher than

"

lose

"th;N ( ; 1n): 4050 MeV [3℄,
36; 37℄, and above 10 MeV

Z1

f (Æ; " ) is the photon distribution fun

where

malized to unity [47℄.

[38℄, measured respe tively at altitudes 3250 m [3℄,
4300 m [7℄, 2770 m [

sphere, is su ient for registration.

3

to

 70 MeV with large errors at sea level [37; 42℄. We

note that the

-uxes in their sour es are more inten-

sive and their spe tra are harder than at the dete ting
instruments. Therefore, neutron produ tion by (
rea tions during

photonu lear rea tions, in prin iple, are

2

[

tion nor-

16; 45℄ of photonu

lear neutrons gen-

-rays while their transport in atmoA tually, if the

Ndet = 360 in the high-mountai-

 3 km) experiment is trustworthy, a lower u2

en e of (34670) n/m

orresponds to these

Ndet

mag-

nitudes.

; Xn)
4. ELECTRON-INDUCED NUCLEAR
REACTIONS

Hen e,

apable of a -

ounting for the neutron generation in a thunderstorm
atmosphere.

n/m

nous (

an be predi ted on the basis of

the measured photon numbers and spe tra.

4

numbers of neutrons

-ray transport in the atmosphere is

more e ient than

(3)

ommuni ation in [1℄ about the events with dete ted

20 MeV [39℄, 3038 MeV [40℄, and 100 MeV [41℄ mea-

 35 MeV with small and up

;emis by

Cal ulated at sea level uen e

erated by these

sured in near spa e; up to

N

f (Æ; " ) d" ;

 10 10

and 1700 m [38℄; above

-photons above

by multiplying

above 40 MeV [7℄, 10 MeV [

36; 37℄,

48; 49℄

;emis num-

"th;N ( ;1n)

-spe tra of a thunderstorm

origin were measured extending to energies

N

-photons above the threshold in the

-ray emission during thunderHo-

= 6:8  1013

The required numbers of high-energy ele imposed by the relativisti

RREA bremsstrahlung spe trum [47℄,

where the ux of the

Simu-

nique down to sea level with subsequent tting to the

that at 

storms was measured from the ground is [3℄.

37; 42℄.

-photons by the Monte Carlo te h-

ampli ations in a thunderstorm atmosphere, wrote
energies 1030 MeV the only work

 2 km,

-spe trum at sea level [45℄ ex ellently

agrees with the measured

the fra tion of

: : : high

z emis

As pointed out above, the high-energy ele trons
dire tly produ e neutrons, and therefore their neutron yields
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photonu lear yield.

hf

To evaluate neutron yields due

to intera tions of high-energy ele trons with atmospheri

(Æ; "th)i >

Ne

nu lei, the high-energy ele tron numbers

to t the observational data of various high-energy
en es therein).

16; 4346; 5052℄ and

To avoid using

Ne

the refer-

dire tly, we

om-

larify the relative e ien y of ele tronnu lear intera tions.

We

onsistently adopt the theoreti al ap-

proa h using only re ognized

omputed

hara teristi s

of RREA and its bremsstrahlung

ombined with avail-

able nu lear data. Within the a

ura y of the present

and

14

omponents are small in

dN (Æ )
dt

are

than

"th;N ( ; 1n) = 10:55 MeV.



dNn (Æ )
dt




;n

= Ne

Z1

l

:

+ e + "e ! 13
7 N+n+e ;
15
16
8 O + e + "e ! 8 O + n + e ;

"e

is the kineti

Their thresholds



is the total number of REs (runaway ele -

 ( ; Xn) =

i

is the rate of

=

;max )
" Z;max

;max

The rate of the ele trodisintegration of nitrogen nulei



an be estimated as

dNn (Æ )
dt

is the same as

=
 ( ; Xn) d"  98:8  10

31

MeV

m





e ;n

= Ne  2NLP [N2 ℄ 

Z1

fe (Æ; "e )e

"th;N (e ;n)

 Ne "  "th;N (e

2



;n ("e )e d"e

; n) e he

;n

both are



i  2NLP [N ℄;
2

(9)

where



Ne "  "th;N (e ; n) =

ross se tion [32℄,

 29:5 MeV is a maximal energy at whi h data
ross se tion

"th;N ( ; 1n) = 10:5 MeV in

nitrogen ex eeds the threshold in (7), whi h is rather
lose to the average energy of ele trons, 67 MeV, in

i ( ; in) +  ( ; f );

is the total photoneutron yield

"

(8)

the RREA.

"th ( ;1n)

on the

2
M (16
=
8 O)
= 12:09 MeV:

=15.7 MeV
The photonu lear threshold

(7)



"th;O (e ; n) = M (15
8 O) + mn

 ( ; in) is the ross se tion of the rea tion ( ; in) with
a yield of i neutrons,  ( ; f ) is the photonu lear ssion
ross se tion with a yield of  neutrons,
yield ("



2
M (14
=
7 N)
=10.55 Mev = 7:52 MeV;

photon emission per one RE,

X

al ulated as the mass defe t

"th;N (e ; n) = M (13
7 N) + mn

2

Æ , dN (Æ )=dt

energy of the in ident ele tron.

an be

where:

f (Æ; " ) ( ; Xn)l (" ) d"

trons) at the overvoltage

(5)
(6)

using nu lei masses available in handbook [53℄ or else-

 Ne dNdt(Æ) hf (Æ; "th;N( ; 1n))i  2NLP [N ℄ 
 yield ("th;N( ; 1n))l ("th;N( ; 1n); P ); (4)
Ne

1A

14
7 N

"th;N ( ;1n)

where

; n)nm

onsidered:

where

dN (Æ )
 2NLP [N2 ℄ 
dt

7

Two rea tions of this kind are relevant to the problem

an be estimated as the number of neutrons produ ed
-ray range

MeV

 10 s  atm1  RE

n A(e
m

The rate of the photonu lear generation of neutrons
per unit time along the

1

4

5. ELECTRODISINTEGRATION REACTIONS

on-

entration [N2 ℄ and their thresholds are mu h larger

 5  10

f (Æ; " ) d"

onsidered.

on entrations of other air

omparison with nitrogen



omputed for the RREA in air [47℄, and l ("th;N ; P =
= 1 atm)  500 m [26℄. Rea tions of ele trodisintegra+
tion and rea tions e (p ; n)e opposite to the -de ay

analysis, it is su ient only to allow for intera tions
with 7 N nu lei, be ause

"th ( ; n)

;max
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"th ( ;n)

pare neutron yields of ele tronindu ed nu lear rea tions with those of photonu lear rea tions and thus

1

" Z;max



must be known. These numbers have been estimated
phenomena (see, e. g. [

"

òîì

 ( ; Xn) are available in [32℄, and

l ("th;N ; P ) is the range of photons
"th;N at the pressure P . We use

= Ne

with the energy

Z1

"th;N (e ;n)

436
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number

above

the

"th;N (e ; n), fe (Æ; "e )

threshold

Æ [33℄, and e  2:7  108 m/s is the RE velo

ele trodisintegration

dNn (Æ )
dt



.  dN

n (Æ )



dt

e ;n

To the author's knowledge, the

;n

Ne ("  "th;N (e ; n)) e he



ross se tions

of rea tions (5) and (6) are absent.

Only

;n ("e )

e

6. WEAK REACTIONS

e ;n

e ;n

1
1H

= 0:0465



63
29 Cu(

Therefore,

e ;n

62
)29 Cu

Other

trum of the neutron

he ;n i, be ause the

ergy

;n

is

= 0:0079 mb at "e = 13:5 MeV (the en-



dNn (Æ )
dt



.

e ;n

dNn (Æ )
dt

is

e


;n

dt

e ;n

The ele trodisintegration
ross se tions are
spe trum

e

N

16
8 O

 0:004:

;n ("e )

=



order

of

= 0:783 MeV (12)

magnitude

less

than

tions of the same

onstituents of the at-

+ e + "e ! 13
6 C + n + e ;

(13)

+ e + "e ! 15
7 N + n + e :

(14)

Naturally, their thresholds



14
2
"th (e ; n) = M (13
=
6 C) M (7 N)+mn me
= 7:52 MeV

;n and photonu lear





2
16
=
"th (e ; n) = M (15
6 N) M (8 O)+mn me
= 12:09 MeV;

;n

onne ted via the virtual photon

(15)

and

;n

;n ("; ! ):

(16)

are the same as (7) and (8) and mu h higher than
threshold (12) of rea tion (11), but threshold (15) of

"eZ me



0

Be ause

e

an

14
7 N

0.0001

;n

dt

than

kind with the nu lei of the main

= 0:18 mb at "e = 20 MeV, the ratio
0.0016


.  dN (Æ ) 
dNn (Æ )
n
 0:07:

Even with

more

2

mosphere are feasible:

losest to the RREA average energy 67 MeV), we

obtain

tion, whi h

23; 58℄,

"th;N ( ; 1n) = 10:5 MeV. Besides, rea

der of magnitudes of this quantity for dierent nu lei.

e

-de ay [

"th (e ; n) = (mn mp+ me )

losest to the nitrogen nu leus.

ross se tions are quoted to demonstrate the or-

Letting

"th (e ; n) of this rea

(11)

is a tually the boundary energy in the ele tron spe -

we are for ed to use the

ross se tion for

opper nu leus is the

OPPOSITE

-DECAY

+ e + "e ! n + e :

The threshold energy

237

in the 2860 MeV range) [56℄, and 92 U(
)92 U
( e ;n
2.993 mb in the 7.7860 MeV
range) [57℄.

(10)

In a thunderstorm atmosphere, these are rea tions

(

238

:

with hydrogen nu lei of the water vapor:

62
)29 Cu

;n = 0:00790.595 mb in the 13.560 MeV range)
63
61
[55℄, 29 Cu(e ; 2n)29 Cu (e ;2n = 0:02240.085 mb

e

(p+ ; n)e

e

TO THE

ross se -

tions of three ele trodisintegration rea tions are avail63
Energy [54℄: 29 Cu(

i

;n ("e )

dN (Æ )
Ne
hf (Æ; "th;N( ; 1n))iyield;N l ("th;N ( ; 1n); P )
dt

able in CINDA and ENDP libraries of the International Agen y for Atomi

34; 35℄.

The (9)-to-(4) ratio is

distribution fun tion, whi h is almost independent of



ity [

is the RE universal

the rea tion with nitrogen, the main

;n (! )N ;n ("; !; Z; A)

d!
:
!

;n de reases with the atomi number,

e

is less than

omponent of air,

"th;N ( ; 1n) = 10:5 MeV and rather

lose to

the average energy of ele trons in the RREA, 67 MeV
[3335℄. Therefore signi ant neutron yields

an be ex-

pe ted.

;n

It is worth noting that if the energy remaining after

is approximately 62/14 times less in nitrogen than in

the bremsstrahlung emission and ele trodisintegration

opper. Hen e, the deposition of the ele trodisintegra-

rea tion is above the runaway threshold [

25; 59; 60℄,

tion to the total neutron yield is mu h less than that

then the ele tron is

of photonu lear rea tions, but unlike the null yield of

in the ele tri

nu lear fusion, the ele trodisintegration yield

emitting high-energy bremsstrahlung and taking part

signi ant.

an be

apable of pro eeding energizing

eld and, as a

onsequen e,

in ele trodisintegration rea tions.
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of the bremsstrahlung pro ess and ele trodisintegra-

( f., Se . 2), this rate, being used dire tly, gives the

tion rea tion, the ele tron vanishes in the

unrealisti

rea tions.

e (p+ ; n)e

Hen e, the

e (p+ ; n)e

yields

an by no



means ex eed the initial number of high-energy ele -

Ne ("e > "th (e ; n))

trons

above thresholds (12), (15),

e (p+ ; n)e -to-( ; Xn) rate ratio

dNn (Æ )
dt



.  dN

n (Æ )

Ne ("e > "th (e ; n)).

of magnitude less than

meaning that the

To our knowledge, experimental data on the

dt

e ;n

and (16). A tually, the yields should be many orders


;n

e (p+ ; n)e

 5  10

20

(18)

;

rea tion dominates.

If

ross

ratio (18) were valid, not only the neutron yields but

se tions of rea tions (11), (13), and (14) are absent.

also the dete ted neutron numbers would be enor-

However, there is a possibility to

mous, in

of the e ien y of the rea tion

arry out estimations

e (p+ ; n)e

using data

ontradi tion to the observed

[114℄. With the

Ne = 6:8  1013

of the theoreti al analyses with parti ipation of heavy

energy ele trons

ele tron [58℄. First, we use 

bremsstrahlung at the altitude

:::

an order of the mag-

nitude estimate of the rate of this rea tion

:::

arried

out on dimensional grounds in [58℄:

e (p+ ; n)e

where

GF



 GF ~me
2

5 4





2

onstant (Fermi's



37

m

3

eV

onstant),

(17)

 = mn mp+ , and m
~ e is
m
~ e = m e + "e

onsidered we let to be

in energy units. A tually, the rate in (17) is very
to that of free neutron
tor

G2F m5e 4 =~7

dominates. Even with not too high an

ele tron energy, e. g.,

"th;N ( ; 1n) = 10:5 MeV, the rate
With the

of hydrogen nu lei (protons)



where

haoti

propriate.

dNn (Æ )
dt

motion of

The

where

rp+



.  dN

10



n (Æ )



3:3 %

15

ross se tion

m is the proton radius,
harge is

trated. With the hydrogen and nitrogen

 3:3 % and [

stan e, a

ording to the data in [61℄.

propriate. We observe, however, that both in the

rea tions in [58℄, parent unstable system exists, i. e.,
a

-unstable nu leus in the rst

ing formula (17) requires knowledge of the rate of parent ele tronproton pair produ tion

on en-

on entrations

is of the order
tion

[ ℄

(19)

with

[

14
7 N

℄

and

Ne ("  7:52 MeV)=Ne  0:36 [33℄, the ratio (19)

10

5

. Obviously, varying the

ross se -

tronproton pair

produ tion within a rather large range does not
the

on lusion that with the rate

yield of the

e (p+ ; n)e

hange

(e (p+ ; n)e ),

the

rea tions is signi antly less

than the photonu lear yield.
To onrm that a

ording to (17) the rate is propor-

)2 , a formula for the rate of heavytronproton intera tion in ~ =
= 1 units was

tional to

(m
~e

. The magnitudes of other

For rea tion (13), after repla ing

h

+

e;p of the parent high-energy ele

e e

quantities in the denominator are given below Eq. (10).
using

e;p e , with whi

the ratio similar to (10) is given by

14
7 N

1
1H

ase and a heavy

ele tronproton pair [58℄ in the se ond. Therefore, us-

derived in [58℄:

6

-de-

ay and in the ele troweak-indu ed low-energy nu lear

ele

10

s

Obviously, dire tly using formula (17) is not ap-

RREA ele tron distribution [33℄, this ratio for rea tion (11) is of the order

1
m3

is by many orders of magnitude greater than the pro-

℄  75 %, letting the
ele tron energy be "e = "th;N ( ; 1n) = 10:5 MeV and
using Ne ("  0:783 MeV)=Ne  0:81 a ording to the

[11 H℄ = 2[H2 O℄

f.

14
7

an be roughly es-

i. e., the size of the spa e where the

a-

rate at 1 atm

1
1

-rays is assumed as more ap-

e;p

37; 42℄ (

 "th (e ; n)) e;p e [ H℄ (e (p ; n)e ) ;
 Ne ("dN
;n
Ne
hf (Æ; "th;N( ; 1n))iyield;N [ N℄
dt

dt

e ;n

ross se tion



on entration

[11 H℄ = 2[H2 O℄

timated using the proton gas-kineti

rp2+ ,

lose

-de ay [23℄, be ause the fa -

in (17) is equal to 0.39 1/s.

km and

-ray ashes in [

du tion rate of neutrons in nu lear explosion, for in-

is the weak intera tion

a mass of the heavy ele tron, whi h in the framework
of the problem

required for produ ing

z emis = 1

Ne (e (p+ ; n)e )  2NL P [11 H℄  0:5  1038




m
~e  2 1
3
 7  10
;

s
7

 0:87510

pable of tting the data on
Se . 3), the spe i

m
~e

ount rates

omputed lowest number of high-

 2G F (m~ e
2

;n

e
= 10 =M 2

where in these units,
se tion,
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5

;n is the
[62℄, and

)2 ;

(20)

e (p+ ; n)e
M is the nu

leon
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mass. The derivation of this

ross se tion did not as-

e

sume the existen e of a parent unstable system;

;n

ollision [58℄. Then the

e (p+ ; n)e -to-( ; Xn) ratio is

given by

des ribes neutron produ tion in dire t ele tronproton



In

dNn (Æ )
dt

onverting the
2

ral units (m

 0:875  10
more



.  dN

n (Æ )



dt

e ;n

;n

e

ross se tion



Ne ("  "th (e ; n)) e

Ne

37

 m , to divide e
3

eV

;n by

onvenient to use the known relation

~4

4



. It is

200 MeV =

= 1=fermi, where 1 fermi = 10 13 m. With the
37
3
rate e ;n ("e )e  10
m /s evaluated, letting m
~e
 = me + "e   10 MeV ("e  "th;N ( ; 1n)) 
 10:5 MeV), and taking the magnitudes of other quan-

tron

10

16

and

10

15

for respe tive rea -

experiments in

[114℄ and

in

:

(21)

experiments in

5; 7; 3642℄, in whi h -photons were observed with
spe tra above "th;N ( ; 1n). The problem is to reliably

[3

sele t neutrons from other thunderstorm-related penetrating emissions.
3. Whether high-energy ele trons emitting bremsstrahlung in the
lightning

tities to be those below Eqs. (10) and (19), the ratio
(21) is of the order

1

dN
hf (Æ; "th;N( ; 1n))iyield;N l ("th;N( ; 1n)) [14
7 N℄
dt

;n to the natuGF

or barns), it is ne essary, using

;n e [1 H℄

-range are generated in

hannels or in volumetri

harges ( f. [19

21; 4446℄ and the

similar to volumetri

ontra ted

high-altitude disreferen es therein)

dis harges intended for pumping

tions (11) and (13). In evaluating the ratio for rea tion

gas lasers with external preionization [63℄, the pho-

(13), the hydrogen

tonu lear rea tions take their

[14
7 N ℄.
in

Hen e, the

on entration

e (p+ ; n)e

[11 H℄

is repla ed by

e ien y is insigni ant

omparison with the e ien y of photonu lear rea -

tions (

; Xn).

nels, be ause ranges of

"th;N ( ; 1n),
fore, (

7. CONCLUSIONS
We

onrmed the

on lusion in (19)(21) that

ause the ele tri

eld required for produ ing at least

one neutron in the lightning

hannel with fully ionized

deuterium is unrealisti : the required redu ed strength
is higher than

E=P



(55174)



MV/(m atm).

Su h

an be generated using unique high-vol-

tage te hnology, only under laboratory

onditions and

2. It follows from numerous observations of

[

1; 810; 17; 18℄.

MeV of neutron-produ ing photonu-

; Xn) and from our numeri al sim; Xn) rea tions do produ e neutrons

in a thunderstorm atmosphere in numbers
tting the dete ted neutron numbers.
in [

6; 14; 22℄

There-

ount for the neutron

hannels, as was assumed in

This assertion

an also be advo ated
-ray bursts

5; 7; 36; 37; 42℄ is mu h longer than that
of the average return stroke ( 50 s [27; 28℄). Tsu hiya

dete ted in [3
et al.

mention that the

-bursts were not

with the lightning opti al ash.

orrelated

Also it is pertinent

to note that prolonged generation of

x-rays

in thun-

der louds observed in [64℄ was abruptly swit hed o 
esses responsible for the prolonged generation of penetrating emissions by thunderstorm ele tri
not

regarding the

apability of (

apable of

The doubts

; Xn)

rea -

elds are

onne ted with lightning.
4. The neutron yields of ele trodisintegration rea -

lear rea tions (
ulations that (

 0:1 m [27; 28℄.

rea tions do not a

by the fa t that the 1 min duration of the

-ray

-spe tra stret hing above the threshold

"th ( ; 1n) = 10:5

hannels, whi h are

; Xn)

by lightning dis harges. Possibly, the high-energy pro-

only in small air volumes.
bursts with

being of the order of hundreds of meters,

generation dire tly in the

nu lear fusion is impossible in lightning dis harges be-

strong elds

han-

ex eed the transverse sizes of the hottest domains of
lightning

1.

ourse outside the

-photons with energies above

tions expe ted in a thunderstorm atmosphere are signi ant in

ontrast to the null yield of nu lear fusion,

but it is nevertheless mu h smaller than the yield of
photonu lear rea tions.

tions to produ e neutrons in a thunderstorm atmo-

5.

A

ording to [65℄, the 

:::

extraordinary high

sphere are groundless, espe ially be ause the thresh-

ux of low-energy neutrons generated during thunder-

old

storms

"th;N ( ; 1n) = 10:55

MeV in nitrogen is not too

far from the average energy 67 MeV of ele trons in
the relativisti

runaway ele tron avalan he a

ing for runaway breakdown [24℄.

ount-

Most likely, pho-

tonu lear neutrons were generated both in the neu-

: : : ,

whi h was

laimed to be observed in

or-

relation with lightning dis harges [6℄, is due to the

e (p+ ; n)e

rea tion, opposite to the neutron

-de ay.

As was demonstrated by numeri al simulations [
the
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5; 16℄,
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Thus, we

onrmed that strong intera tion

an by no means be responsible for neutron generation by the thunderstorm ele tri
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